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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads with

Lonely Planet Iceland's Ring Road Road Trips, your passport to uniquely encountering Iceland by

car. Featuring five amazing road trips, plus up-to-date advice on the destinations you'll visit along

the way, you'll discover bubbling geothermal springs, see the Golden Circle's exploding geysers

and chase the northern lights around Reykjavik; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to

destination, rent a car, and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Iceland's Ring Road Road Trips : 

Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right

tailored routes for your needs and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read, full-colour route maps,

detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road

- local driving rules, parking, buying fuel Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone

numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden

gems that most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Detours and Link Your Trip  Covers the

Golden Circle, Reykjavik, Southeast Iceland, North Iceland, West Iceland and more The Perfect

Choice: Lonely Planet Iceland's Ring Road Road Trips is perfect for exploring Iceland via the road

and discovering sights that are more accessible by car.  Planning an Iceland trip sans a car? Lonely

Planet Iceland guide, our most comprehensive guide to Iceland, is perfect for exploring both top

sights and lesser-known gems. Looking for a guide focused on a specific Icelandic city? Check out

Pocket Reykjavik, a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. Authors:

Written and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has

become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an

award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community.

Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to

understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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Great book to take along for a ring road road trip. It has color pictures and info. Small and compact

to carry in backpack

The worst guidebook I've ever purchased. By the time we were halfway through our trip, we

completely disregarded this book. You go to Iceland to see the sites, and there are lots of them.

This book wants you to study the history and heritage of Iceland and the Vikings. Its trip highlights

were overrated. It barely mentioned spots that we found breathtaking while dwelling on sites that we

regretted going out of our way to see (and too often pay an overpriced admission fee to see).

This is a great packable book for highlights of the ring road in Iceland if you are renting a car. If you

aren't renting a car and using a tour company, this guide would give you an idea of what attractions

are where so you could schedule tours accordingly. There are a lot of nice photos of the must see

attractions along Route 1 as well as maps to get you there. There are suggested itineraries for all

regions with distances. If you want a more in depth guide to venture off the beaten path I would

suggest purchasing "Lonely Planet Iceland" and/or "Frommer's Easy Guide to Iceland" in addition to

this book. They are extremely lacking in photos but most small towns are covered as well as back

country sites. We bought all three to plan our trip to Iceland.

Even though our Tmobile phones had unlimited internet, We found many places to visit on our trip

during the flight with this book. Then we saved the the locations on our Google Maps app. This way

we were able to hit the ground running as soon as we got in our car. It also has a nice map to look

at to get an idea of how far certain spots are.

Completely exceeded my expectations! The perfect guide for those planning a 10 -12 day road trip

around the country. The book conveniently breaks the ring road trip into 5 segments with the

attractions neatly identified....lots of pictures. The "must see" attractions are highlighted. Made it



easy to plan where to stop, stay, eat and focus!

Terrible! badly organized. Not easily followed. I like Lonely Planet products but this was clearly a

way to make money from another book they have written.

great tour book

Very comprehensive.
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